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Sanford, Town Of And Teamsters
Local Local 693
PREAMBLE
This is an Agreement entered into by and between the TOWN OF
SANFORD, NEW YORK (Hereinafter referred to as the "Employer") and
the TEAMSTERS LOCAL UNION NO. 693 OF THE INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD
OF TEAMSTERS (I.B.T.), (hereinafter referred to as the "Union")
under Article 14 of the Civil Service Law of the State of New York,
commonly known as the Public Employees' Fair Employment Act.
PURPOSE AND INTENT
The general purpose of this Agreement is to set forth terms and
conditions of employment, and to promote orderly and peaceful labor
relations for the mutual interests of the Town of Sanford, its
Employees and the Union.
The parties recognized that the interests of the community and the
job security of employees depend upon the Employer's success in
establishing a proper service to the community.
To these ends the Employer and the Union encourage to the fullest
degree friendly and cooperative relations between the respective
representatives at all levels and among all employees
STATUTORY PROVISION'
IT IS UNDERSTOOD BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISIONS OF
THIS AGREEMENT, REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS
IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL
FUNDS THEREFOR, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE
LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL.
,PIS PI/BUC EMPLOYMENT RRATIONS BOARn
~ECEn!~O
NOV 1 7 2000
CONCILIATiON
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ARTICLE I - RECOGNITION
The Employer (Town of Sanford) hereby recognizes,the Union (I.B.T.,
Local 693) as the sole and exclusive representative for the
purposes of collective bargaining in respect to rates of pay, hours
of employment and all other terms and conditions of employment for
all the full-time, regular non-supervising employees of its Highway
Department, as so designated by the determination of the Public
Employment Relations Board of September, 1992 .
Excluded from the bargaining unit are all supervisory employees of
the Hi ghway Department, inc 1udi ng the Deputy Hi ghway Super intendent
all ,other officers and employees of the Town of Sanford and all
part-time, casual, seasonal and temporary employees.
ARTICLE II - UNION DUES AND AGENCY SHOP FEES
1. Membership in the Union is not compulsory. Employees have the
right to join or refrain from joining as they see fit. Maintenance
of membership in the Union cannot be required once an employee
joins same. State law affords all Public Workers in New York State
the aforesaid rights.
2. The Employer agrees to make payroll deductions for Union dues
and agency shop fees and/or special assessments as certified in
writing by the Union. Initiation fees and fines are precluded from
the aforesaid deductions. The Union agrees to indemnify and save
harmless the Employer from any and all loss, damage, claims or
expense, it m~y incur r~sulting from the aforesaid deductions.
3. The agency shop fee shall be an amount equal to the union dues
paid by a member in the same job classification as certified by
the Union. It is agreed and understood that agency shop fee
deductions are mandated by New York State Law.
4. The Employer agrees to provide a bulletin board and pprmit the
Union to post notices and other materials pertaining to the
official business of the Union.
ARTICLE III - MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
It is recognized that the management of Town Government, control of
its properties and the maintenance of order and efficiency are
solely responsibilities of the Town. Accordingly, the Town retains
and reserves unto itself all rights, powers, authority, duties and
responsibilities conferred upon and vested in it by the laws and
Constitution of the State of New York and/or United States of
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America subject only to any limitations on such rights, powers,
authority, duties and responsibilities specifically and expressly
set forth in this Agreement.
Accordingly, the Town retains the rights, including but not limited
to:
a) to select, direct and assign the work force, including the
right to hire, suspend or discharge for cause, promote, lay-off or
transfer.
b) to determine the standards of service provided by the Town,
c) to determine the amount of overtime to be worked,
d) to decide the number of locale and its facilities,
stations, garages and locations, maintenance and repair of its
equipment, amount of supervision necessary, the type and quality of
machinery and tool equipment, methods, safety measures to be
utilized, schedules of work and assignment of personnel, together
with the selection, procurement, designing, engineering and control
of equipment and material, purchase services of others, by contract
or otherwise, except as they may otherwise be specifically limited
in this agreement and
e) to make reasonable and binding rules which shall not be
inconsistent with this Agreement.
It is agreed and understood that the exercise of these rights,
powers, authority, duties and responsibilities by the Town and the
adoption of such rules, regulations and policies as it may deem
necessary wi 11, as they apply to the employees covered by this
Agreement and represented by the Union be 1imited only by the
specific and express term of this Agreement.
The above rights of the Employer are not all inclusive, but
indicate the type of matters or rights which belong to and are
inherent to the Town.
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1999 2000 2001
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC $12.68 13.06 13.45
MEO 12.22 12.59 12.97
LABORER 10.77 11.09 11.42
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ARTICLE IV - WAGES
1. Employees of the Town as of the date of this Agreement
employed in positions within the negotiating unit shall be
compensa ted for the ir work performed on beha 1f of the Town in
accordance with the following schedule of hourly rates:
2. For any employee wi thin the uni t hired after January
1,1999, the new hire rate shall be 90% of the new scale for the
first year of employment. 95% of the scale for the second year of
employment, and commencing with the third year, the rate of pay
shall be 100% of the scheduled rates.
3. Longevity:
8 Yrs.
12 Yrs.
16 Yrs.
20 Yrs,
.05hr.
.10hr.
.10hr.
.10hr.
ADDITIONAL
ADDITIONAL
ADDITIONAL
ADDITIONAL
NOTE; ADRIAN MILLER TO BE GRANDFATHER IN, so that he does not
lose any beneftis as a result of the change in the schedule under
which longevity is earned.
4. There will be retroactivity for all hours paid back to
January 1, 1999.
ARTICLE V - WORKING HOURS AND WORK WEEK
1. For employees wi thin the negotiating uni t, the normal
work week shall consist of five (5) 8 - hour days, Monday through
Friday, 6:00 A.M. to 2:30 P.M..
2. Work schedules shall provide for a 15 minute break during
each one half day work shift. This break shall be scheduled as
close to the middle of each one-half shift as possible.
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3. Each employee shall be entitled to an unpaid lunch break
from noon to 12:30 P. M. each work day.
ARTICLE VI - OVERTIME
1. If directed to do so by the Highway Superintendent, an
employee shall be required to work overtime in an emergency ( .as
defined and determined by the Highway Superintendent) or for
purposes of snow plowing or sanding.
2. Time worked in excess of 8 hours per day as directed by the
Highway Superintendent shall be compensated for at one and one-half
times the employee's hourly rate of pay.
3. Employees shall be compensated one and one-half times the
employee's hourly rate of pay for each hour worked on Saturday,
Sunday or a holiday as provided for herein.
4. If overtime constitutes a continuation of an employee's
shift, he shall be entitled to a paid 10 minute break between
shifts. Within the sole discretion of the Highway Superintendent,
based upon Public Safety and highway conditions, employees working
overtime in excess of two (2) consecutive hours shall be entitled
to no more than one paid twenty (20) minute break during each four
(4) hour period of overtime, provided that the employee works at
least 45 minutes following the completion of said break. The ten
(10) minute break between shifts shall not count as a part of the
twenty (20) minute break during the four (4) hour overtime period.
5. In order to assign winter-related, weekly overtime fairly
among all employees, the Town shall establish two (or more) teams
of employees and equipment and shall alternate the first call-out
for winter overtime assignments between (or among, as the case may
be) the teams during the period beginning November 1 and ending
April 1 of each year.
For example, if two teams are established by
the call-out would work as follows: Week 1:
Team A - first calli Team B - second call.
Week 2: Team B - first calli Team A - second
call.
the Town,
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If three or more teams are established by the Town, the
call-out would work as follows: Week 1: Team A - first
calli Team B - second calli Team C - third call. Week
2: Team B - first calli Team C - second calli Team A -
third call. Week 3: Team C - first call; Team A -
second calli Team B- third call.
The pattern would be repeated throughout
covered by the rotational system.
the period
It is understood that no member of the bargaining unit is "on
call". The present rotating "callout" system will be continued.
If a member is ca 11ed and can not be reached or report, no
harassment will take place. The next person on the list will be
called. .
Each employee within the bargaining unit must have a telephone in
good working order at the employee's residence so that the employee
can be called to work as necessary.
ARTICLE VII - HOLIDAYS
1. Each Town employee sha 11 be ent itied to the fo llowing
paid holidays during the term of this Agreement:
1.
2 .
3 .
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9 .
10.
11.
New Year's Day
Good Friday (designated as a floating holiday)
Memorial Day
.
Fourth of July - Independence Day
Labor Day
Columbus Day
Veteran's Day (designated as a floating holiday)
Thanksgiving Day
Christmas
Election Day
Starting in the year 2000, 1 Additional day for
Floating Holiday ( President's Day (designated as a
floating holiday).
.2. Should another holiday be requested in
des i gna ted fl oa t ing ho 1 iday, such reques t sha 11 be made
by the Union to the Highway Superintendent at least
prior to the requested holiday.
1ieu of a
in wr i t i ng ,
two week's
3. When New Year's Day, the Fourth of July-Independence Day,
Veterans Day or Christmas falls on a Saturday, the Friday preceding
such a Saturday shall be the scheduled day off. When New Year's
Day, the Fourth of Ju 1Y - Independence Day, Veteran's Day or
Christmas falls on a Sunday, the Monday following such a Sunday
shall be the scheduled day off.
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4. All work required to be performed on any of the above
listed holidays, with the exception of either of the designated
floating holidays, shall be compensated for at time and one-half
the employee's regular rate of pay in addition to his regular
holiday pay for that day.
5. Any employee making a practice of taking the day before
and after a holiday off on sick leave may be required to furnish
the Highway Superintendent a doctor's certification in order to
receive holiday pay notwithstanding the provision of Article X,
Section 5 of this Agreement.
ARTICLE VIII VACATION
1. Any Town employee within the negotiating unit who has
completed less than one full year of service to the Town shall not
be entitled to any paid vacation.
2. Each Town employee wi thin
thereafter be entitled to:
the nego t i at ing un i t shall
a. 5 days vacation (i.e. annual leave) per year after
completion of one year of such service;
b. 10 days of vacation per year after completion of two
years of such service;
c. 13 days of vacation per year after completion of
nine years of such service;
d. 15 days of vaca t ion per year af ter comp Iet ion of
fifteen years of such service.
e. 20 days of vacation per year after completion of
twenty years of such service.
3. All vacation days shall be credited, as appropriate, on
the employee's anniversary date of continuous service with the Town
of Sanford.
4. Vacation days shall be taken throughout the year at such
times as are agreed upon between the employee and the Highway
Superintendent. Requests for vacation shall be submitted in
writing to the Highway Superintendent at least two weeks prior to
the date or dates being requested. No more that 50% of the work
force within the unit shall be off on vacation at anyone time. In
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the event that two or more employees seek the same day off, and the
granting of such requests would result in more than 50% of the work
force being off on vacation, the employee with greater seniority
shall be granted vacation by the Superintendent.
5. Up to ten (10) earned vacation days ( calculated on the
bas is of an 8 hour day) per year may be carr ied over into the
following year. If an employees is on vacation and is called into
work, employee will be able to carry that vacation time for up to
six (6) months in addition to the earned vacation time which can be
carried forward under subdivision 5 hereof.
6.' In the event of an employee's death all accrued Vacation
time should be paid to his/her estate.
ARTICLE IX CLOTHING AND SAFETY ALLOWANCE
The Town will pay $75.00 per employee per year for protective
devices (prescription safety glasses, safety clothing, safety
shoes) to be paid by a receipt and voucher system to be developed.
Nothing herein shall be deemed to require the use of steel tipped
shoes.
ARTICLE X PERSONAL LEAVE
1. Each employee shall be eligible for four (4) days of paid
personal leave per calendar year. RequeSts for such leave shall
be made at least 48 hours in advance except in cases of emergency.
Employees shall not be required, as a condition of receiving
permission to use personal leave days, to furnish the Highway
Superintendent an explanation as to the nature of, reason for, the
personal business to be taken care of on the personal leave day or
portion thereof.
2. No employee shall be eligible for paid personal leave for
the first six (6) months of his or her employment by the Town. For
the balance of the then current calendar year, a new employee's
personal leave eligibility shall be pro-rated as follows:
3. Personal leave days per month [(4 - 12) = .33] x months
remaining in year (including current month); rounded to the nearest
1/2 day. (Hired May 1st; eligible Sept. 1: .33 x 4 ='1.32 or 11/2
personal leave days).
8
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Ii"
4. Personal leave shall not be cumulative.
during the calendar year in which it is earned.
It must be used
5 .
hour.
Personal leave time may be taken in units of one ( 1 )
ARTICLE XI SICK LEAVE
1. Any employee covered by this Agreement contracting or
incurring any non-service connected sickness or disability which
renders such employee unable to perform the duties of his or her
employment, or is quarantined by health authorities, or makes a
visit to a physician or dentist which cannot be scheduled in tDe
employee's non-working hours, shall receive sick leave with pay,
provided that the employee has the required accumulated sick leave.
2. Eligible employees covered by this Agreement shall earn
and accumulate sick leave credits at the rate of seven (7) days per
calendar year which shall be credi ted as of January 1 of each
ca 1endar year. One (1) add itiona 1 sick day sha 11 be earned and
accumulate in 2000 for a total of 8 days. One (1) additional sick
day shall be earned and accumulate in 2001 for a total of 9 days.
3. Any employee within the negotiating unit who has
completed less than six (6) full months of service shall not be
entitled to any paid sick leave. Thereafter, during said
employee's first calendar year of employment, a pro-rated amount of
sick leave credit shall be earned at the rate of .58333 days of
paid sick leave per month, for 1999. Thereafter, subdivision 2 of
this Article shall apply.
4. Sick leave which is not used in anyone calendar year
shall accumulate, but in no event shall the same accumulate in
excess of seventy (70) days for anyone employee. Unused sick time
will be payable in full at retirement.
5. The Highway Superintendent may require an employee to
provide a physician's certificate showing the incapacity or
inability of the employee to perform the duties of his or her
position in cases of absence exceeding three (3) consecutive days.
6. In the event of death and lor retirement an employees
accumulated sick time shall be payable to him or his estate in
full.
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ARTICLE XII RESTORATION OF SICK LEAVE AND VACATION CREDITS
If an employee initially uses sick leave or vacation credits
while processing a claim for worker's compensation benefits or
disability benefits under the Worker's Compensation Law, and if the
Town is ultimately reimbursed by its compensation insurance carrier
or disability benefits carrier for payments made by the Town which
represent such credits used, the Town shall restore such credits
used to the extent of the reimbursement received by the Town on a
pro-rata basis.
ARTICLE XII LEAVES OF ABSENCE
1. General
Within the discretion of the Highway Superintendent subject to
the approval of the Town Board, leaves of absence without pay for
reasonable periods as defined below will be granted without loss of
seniority or employment rights:
a. Illness leave (physical or mental) - up to one year.
b. Prolonaed illness in the immediate family - i.e. spouse,
children or stepchildren - up to three months.
2 . Military Leave
a. All employee covered by this Agreement shall be afforded
all rights and benefits required by Federal and/or New York State
Veteran's or military laws governing leave time or replacement
rights.
b. Employees
extend their paid
avai lable and the
interfere with the
may use vaca t ion or persona 1 1eave time to
military leave if said leave credits are
continued absence of the employee will not
operations of the Employer.
ARTICLE XIV PENSIONS
10
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The Town shall continue, for all employees covered by this
Agreement, the New York State Employee's Retirement Plan, as may be
modified by New York State law to which all present members of this
bargaining unit currently belong and to which future members of the
bargaining unit may be eligible to join pursuant to State Law.
ARTICLE XV HEALTH INSURANCE
1. The Town sha 11 prov ide all emp 1oyees covered by thi s
Agreement the Upstate New York Dairy Retail and Salesman Employees
Group Health Benefits Plan (hereinafter "Plan"), in accordance with
said Plan's provisions, with a Town contribution of Eighty-five
Dollars ($85.00) per employee per week for all current full time
regular unit employees. Said rate shall continue at eighty-five
Dollar ($85.00) per employee per week level through and including
December 31, 1999. Thereafter, for the year 2000, the Town will
contribute ninety ($90.00)per employee per week for all current
full-time regular unit employees and for the year 2001, the Town
will contribute ninety-five (95.00) per employee per week for all
current full-time regular unit employees with no additional cost to
employees.
It is understood and agreed that these rates of $85.00 per week
for 1999, $90.00 per week for 2000 and $95.00.00 per week for 2001
are guaranteed by the Plan, its Trustees and the Union, and they
shall not increase beyond the above stated amounts during the three
year period of this Agreement through and including December 31,
2001. For the Purposes of this Article, the term current employees
refers to those individuals employed by the Town in positions
represented by the Union as of March 31, 1993. Employees hired
after March 31, 1993 wi 11 be required to contribute 10% of the
weekly cost of contributions by means of a payroll deduction.
2. It is agreed and understood by the parties of this
Agreement that if for any reason the Trustees of said Plan attempt
to increase the aforesaid Health Insurance Plan contribution over
the amounts stated above in paragraph (1), that the employees shall
pay the fu 11 cos t of any such increases by means of a payro 11
deduction from each employee's wages should such increases occur
during the term of this Agreement. Should significant changes in
coverage occur during the course of this Agreement the parties
agree to re-open negotiations on this Health Insurance issue for
the purposes limited to finding an alternate carrier.
3. If for any reason the Upstate Dairy Retail and Salesman
Employees Group Health Benefits Plan is terminated or not available
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for any other reason, or if the said Plan attempts to increase the
health contributions over the amounts stated in this Agreement,the
Employer shall meet with an employee committee to discuss alternate
insurance companies. A mutually acceptable insurance company shall.
be selected.
4. It is understood that the Town is only a contributor to
the Plan, up to the maximum amounts agreed herein, and not a
sponsor or participant, nor does the Town guarantee payment of
benefits provided or to be provided by the Plan.
5. It is agreed and understood that this Article XV, Health
Insurance, will for a 11 purposes cease and term ina te on the
expiration of this Collective Bargaining Agreement and will not
survive this Collective Bargaining Agreement notwithstanding any
law, or contrary provision in this Collective Bargaining Agreement.
6. If a current employee is eligible through his or her
spouse's or any other health insurance program and he or she elects
not to be insured through the Town of Sanford, the employee shall
be paid $70.00 monthly. Employees hired after March 31, 1993 shall
be eligible for $50.00 per month payment. Proof of such alternate
heal th insurance wi 11 be required in order to be el igible to
receive this payment and in order to make certain that employees
and their families may receive adequate health care. Employees may
re-enter the Union insurance plan provided by this Agreement within
any designated enrollment period provided by said plan whereupon
the health insurance incentive will cease.
ARTICLE XVI DISABILITY INSURANCE
The Town shall continue to provide each employee covered by
this Agreement the disability insurance benefits in effect as of
December 1, 1992.
ARTICLE XVII JURY DUTY
a. Any regular full time employee who loses time from his
job because of Jury Duty, as certified by the Clerk of the Court,
shall be paid by the Employer the difference between the job rate
for eight hours and the daily Jury fee subject to the following
conditions:
1. The employee must notify the Highway Superintendent
immediately upon receipt of a summons for Jury Duty.
2 . If Jury service is completed prior to 12:00 (noon),
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the employee shall be required to telephone the
Superintendent's office and report to work if requested.
Highway
ARTICLE XVIII ACCESS TO FACILITIES
One (1) authorized agent of the Union shall, upon notice to
the Employer, have access to the Employer's premises thirty (30)
minutes before the end of a regular shift with the permission of
the Highway Superintendent for the purpose of adjusting disputes,
investigating work conditions and collection of initiation fees, or
in an emergency situation with the approval of the Highway
Superintendent provided that there is no interruption of the normal
work schedule.
ARTICLE XIX STEWARDS
1. The Employer recognizes the right of the Union to
designate a steward and an alternate steward to act in the absence
of,a steward. Such designations shall be made in writing by the
UnIon to the Highway Superintendent. Any changes during the year
in such designations made by the Union shall likewise be made in
writing to the Highway Superintendent.
2. The authority of the steward so designated by the Union
shall be limited to, and shall not exceed, the following duties and
activities on the condition the steward will be paid by the
Employer for time spent on these duties or activi ties up to a
maximum of fifteen (15) minutes in any work day:
a. Investigation, processing and presentation
grievances in accordance with the Grievance Article.
of
b. Posting Union notices, negotiations, conferences and
communications with the Employer.
ARTICLE XX SENIORITY
1. A new employee shall be considered as probationary for
the first six (6) calendar months of their employment. During this
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time a new employee may be discharged or disciplined at the sole
discretion of the employer and without recourse to the grievance
procedure. When an employee completes hi s proba tionary per iod,
he/she shall be entered on the seniority list of the union
retroactive to his/her date of hire. within the unit.
2. In case of layoff due to lack of work, employees shall be
laid off in inverse order of seniority, providing the senior
employee is qualified to replace the laid off employee. Call back
of employees shall be by seniority, as long as all qualifications
for opening are met. An employee to be considered available, must
be able to be contacted by telephone, unless previous arrangements
have been made between the Employee and the Employer.
3. Seniority will not accrue during a lay-off, and seniority
shall be lost by discharge, voluntary quitting, failure to return
to work following a leave of absence or retirement. However, if an
employee returns to work in any capacity, the break in continuous
service shall be removed from his record, except for retirement and
cases of discharge, such that the only time lost for purposes of
seniority would be time spent not as an active full-time employee.
4. Employees to be laid off shall be given fourteen
calendar days notification of the lay-off.
(14 )
5. When the working force is increased after a lay-off,
employees shall be recalled based upon their previous seniority and
job classification qualifications with the Employer prior to the
lay-off. Notice of recall shall be sent to the employee's last
known address by certified mail. An employee must report for work
within five (5) days of receipt or attempted delivery of notice of
recall or forfeit such recall rights. No new employee shall be
hired until all employees on lay-off status have first been given
the opportuni ty to return to work per the provision of this
Article. Such recall rights shall only extend for a period of
twenty-four (24) months following any such lay-off.
6. The term promotion means the advancement of an employee to
a higher paying position. Where possible, promotions shall be made
from within providing the applicant meets the qualifications and
experience needed to perform the work. In cases of promotion, the
employee qualifying with the most seniority, shall be appointed.
This same procedure shall be used for temporary appointments and/or
14
,'
assignments.
7. All job openings shall be posted.
8. A seniority list shall be posted yearly in January.
list shall establish seniority in the unit.
The
ARTICLE XXI GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
Should any difference, dispute or controversy arise between
the parties over the application and interpretation of this
agreement, there shall be no work slow-down or work stoppage as a
consequence. A good faith effort shall be made by the parties to
settle such difference, disputes or controversies in the following
manner:
THE FOLLOWING GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE SHALL BE IN EFFECT UP TO
AND INCLUDING JUNE 30, 2000
a. Informal discussion: An aggrieved employee shall,
together with his union steward, first attempt to resolve any such
grievance with the Highway Superintendent and notify the Highway
Superintendent that the discussion constitutes the informal step of
the grievance procedure. The local union steward may be present
upon the request of the employee. This step of the grievance
procedure must be instituted by or on behalf of the aggrieved
employee within three (3) work days from the event that brought
upon the grievance.
b. Formal procedures: Notwithstanding the required informal
attempt to resolve any grievance as defined herein, the union, by
or on behalf of any aggrieved member, must file a written grievance
on a form to be provided by the union which shall describe the
nature of the grievance, the section of the agreement in dispute
and the remedy reques ted. Sa id wr itten reques t mus t be f i1ed
within five work days of the occurrence of the grievance. If no
such written notice is served within the time and in the manner
specified herein, the grievance shall be timebarred.
1. Step 1 - Hiqhwav Superintendent
Wr it ten gr ievances sha 11
Superintendent as provided above.
be filed with the Highway
Within five work days of the
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receipt of any such grievance, the Highway Superintendent shall
meet with the grievant, and the union steward to discuss the
grievance. Within five work days after the meeting, the Highway
Superintendent shall render a written decision to the Union and the
grievant (s).
2 . Step 2 - Town Board
If the written answer in Step 1 is unsatisfactory, the
union may submit the grievance, within ten work days of the receipt
of the written decision, to Step 2 by serving written notice on the
Town Clerk. The clerk shall thereupon notify the Town Board and
the Highway Superintendent of the filing of Step 2 grievance. The
Town Board together with the Highway Superintendent shall thereupon
meet wi th the Union steward and the grievant (s) no later than
thirty (30) days from the submission of the written Step 2
grievance to the Town Clerk to hold a hearing for the purpose of
resolving the dispute. The Town Board shall render its written
decision within five work days after any such hearing. The
decision of the Town Board shall be final and binding upon the
parties unless the union, within ten (10) work days of the receipt
of the written decision of the Town Board avails itself of Step 3
as set forth below.
3 . Step 3 - Grievance Board
If the written decision in Step 2 is unsatisfactory, the
parties agree to submit the matter to a Grievance Board which shall
consist of three (3) persons: one (1) to be designated by the
£mployer, one (1) to be designated by the Union and one (1)
resident taxpayer of the Town of Sanford to be designated by mutual
agreement of the aforesaid designees. No member of the Grievance
Board shall be a Union employee, or member of any union or an
officer or employee of the Town of Sanford or a relative (within
the same degree of relationship as that of any of the relatives
listed in the Bereavement Leave policy herein) of any officer or
employee of the employer.
The Grievance Board shall meet as expeditiously as
16
possible, hear the evidence submitted by the parties, and render an
award within ten (10) work days after the hearing unless additional
time is required by the Grievance Board. The award of the
Grievance Board shall be final and binding upon the parties. Any
costs or expense of the Grievance Board shall be borne equally by
the Un ion and the TO'..oJn. The Gr ievance Board sha 11 have no
authority to add to, subtract from, or modify the provisions of
this Agreement.
THE FOLLOWING GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE SHALL BE IN EFFECT ON AND AFTER
JULY 1,2000:
SHOULD ANY DIFFERENCE, DISPUTE OR CONTROVERSY ARISE BETWEEN THE
PARTIES OVER THE APPLICATION AND INTERPRETATION OF THIS AGREEMENT,
THERE SHALL BE NO WORK SLOW-DOWN OR WORK STOPPAGE AS A CONSEQUENCE.
A GOOD FAITH EFFORT SHALL BE MADE BY THE PARTIES TO SETTLE SUCH
DIFFERENCE, DISPUTES, OR CONTROVERSIES IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER:
ANY GRIEVANCE AND/OR DISPUTE WHICH MAY ARISE BETWEEN THE PARTIES
INCLUDING THE APPLICATION, MEANING OR INTERPRETATION OF THIS
AGREEMENT, SHALL BE SETTLEDIN THE FOLLOWING MANNER:
STEP 1
INFORMAL DISCUSSION: AN AGGRIEVED EMPLOYEE SHALL, TOGETHE?
WITH HIS UNION STEW~.RD, FIRST ATTEMPT TO RESOLVE ANY SUCH
GRIEVANCE WITH THE HIGHWAY SUPERINTENDENT AND NOTIFY THE
HIGHWAY SUPERINTENDENT THAT THE DISCUSSION CONSTITUTES THE
INFORMAL STEP OF THE GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE. THE LOCAL UNION
STEWARD MAY BE PRESENT UPON THE REQUEST OF THE EMPLOYEE. THIS
STEP OF THE GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE MUST BE INSTITUTED BY OR ON
BEHALF OF THE AGGRIEVED EMPLOYEE WITHIN FIVE (5) WORKING DAYS
FROM THE EVENT THAT BROUGHT UPON THE GRIEVANCE. THE HIGHWAY
SUPERINTENDENT'S WRITTEN ~.NSiI/ERSHALL BE FURNISHED TO THE
EMPLOYEE WITHIN FIVE (5) WORKING DAYS FROM THE DATE OF THE
INFORMAL DISCUSSION.
STEP 2
IF THE GRIEVANCE OR DISPUTE IS NOT RESOLVED AT STEP 1, WITHIN
FIVE WORKING DAYS OF THE INFORMAL DISCUSSION, THEN THE
GRIEVANCE SHALL BE SUBMITTED, IN WRITING, TO THE EMPLOYER'S
DESIGNATED REPRESENTAT:VE(S) WITHIN SEVEN (7) WORKING CAYS
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STEP 3
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
FROM THE TIME THE HIGHWAY SUPERINTENDENT'S ANSWER WAS DUE AT
STEP 1.
THE EMPLOYER'S REPRESENTATIVE (S) AND THE UNION'S
REPRESENTATIVE(S) AGREE TO MEET WITHIN TEN (10) WORK DAYS OF
THE PRESENTATION OF THE WRITTEN GRIEVANCE TO THE EMPLOYER.
THE EMPLOYER'S REPRESENTATIVE (S) SHALL ANSWER ANY GRIEVANCE AT
THIS STEP WITHIN FIVE (5) WORKING DAYS OF THE MEETING AND SAID
ANSWER SHALL BE IN WRITING.
IF THE GRIEVANCE OR DISPUTE IS NOT RESOLVED AT STEP 2 OF
THE GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE, EITHER PARTY MAY APPLY FOR
ARBITRATION WITHIN TWENTY-FIVE (25) DAYS FROM THE TIME THE
UNION RECEIVES AN ANSWER OR WITHIN TWENTY-FIVE (25) DAYS OF
WHEN AN ANSWER WAS DUE FROM THE EMPLOYER.
THE PARTIES AGREE TO JOINTLY REQUEST THE NEW YORK STATE PUBLIC
EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD (P.E.R.B.) IN ACCORDANCE WITH ITS
VOLUNTARY STAFF MEDIATION/ARBITRATION PROCEDURE TO SUPPLY A
HEARING OFFICER TO MEDIATE AND/OR ARBITRATE A BINDING
RESOLUTION TO THE GRIEVANCE.
IT IS RECOGNIZED THAT THE PARTIES HAVE AGREED THE FOREGOING
IS,THE PREFERRED METHOD FOR RESOLVING ANY AND ALL DISPUTES OR
GRIEVANCES BETWEEN THEM. HOWEVER, SHOULD EITHER PARTY REFUSE
TO PARTICIPATE IN SUCH JOINT "VOLUNTARY" SUBMISSION, THEN THE
OTHER PARTY MAY AT ITS SOLE DISCRETION FILE A DEMAND FOR
ARBITRATION WITH THE NEW YORK STATE STAFF MEDIATION.
THE DECISION OF THE ARBITRATOR SHALL BE BINDING ON BO'T'f-f
PARTIES TO THIS AGREEMENT. THE FEES AND EXPENSES OF SAID
ARBITRATOR SHALL BE SHARED EQUALLY BETWEEN THE EMPLOYER AND
THE UNION.
NO ARBITRATOR, FUNCTIONING UNDER THIS STEP OF THE GRIEVANCE
PROCEDURE, SHALL HAVE ANY POWER TO AMEND, MODIFY OR DELETE
ANY PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT.
IF A "BENCH" DECISION BY THE ARBITRATOR IS NOT POSSIBLE, THEN
THE ARBITRATOR WILL ATTEMPT TO RENDER HIS/HER WRITTEN DECISION
WITHIN THIRTY (30) DAYS OF THE CLOSE OF THE HEARING.
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ARTICLE XXII DISCIPLINE AND DISCHARGE
1. Disciplinary actions or measures shall include only the
following:
Verbal reprimand
Written reprimand
Reduction in grade
Suspension without pay
Discharge (termination)
An employee may be disciplined and/or discharged for just and
sufficient cause. Just and sufficient cause, as used in this
Article, shall include, and not be limited to the following
specified causes as defined below:
a. Abuse a pattern of habitual tardiness,
unauthorized or excessive absence or abuse of sick leave.
b. Discourtesy - the use of discourteous action,
language or behavior toward the general public, Town
officials or fellow employees.
c. Falsification of records - the falsification of Town
records including misrepresentations in the employee's
application for employment.
d. Improper use of authority - the use by an employee
of his or her position and/or authority for personal profit,
gain or advantage.
e. Insubordination - the refusal to comply with an
order duly issued by authorized supervisory personnel,
including, but not limited to the Highway Superintendent,
Town Supervisor or any member of the Town Board acting with
the authority of the Board.
f. Intoxication of alcohol, influence of druGs or
disGraceful conduct - 1) the act of disgraceful conduct
at any time of day when such act and/or behavior
threatens the order, safety or health of or the public
1q
respect for the Town government, or 2) intoxication or
disorderly conduct during the course of an employee's
performance of his or her duties and responsibilities.
(Intoxication as defined in this Article is an employee
be ing under the inf 1uence of a 1coho 1, drugs or other
substances to such an extent that, in the opinion of the
Hi ghway Super intendent, Town Supervi sor or the Town
Board, the individual poses a threat to the efficient,
safe or order 1y funct ioni ng of the Town of Sanford.)
Reasonable suspicion of the Highway Superintendent, Town
Supervisor or Town Board than any individual is
intoxicated as defined herein shall constitute a basis to
conduct a Drug and Alcohol test, as the case may be under
appropriate medical supervision in the presence of a
union representative. .
g. Reasonable effort - failure to make a reasonable
effort to perform any type of emergency duties and/or
responsibilities in any position when requested to do so by a
supervisor.
h. Theft or destruction - the act of stealing and/or
the careless or willful destruction of Town property.
i. Unlawful conduct - the violation of or refusal to
comply with pertinent rules, regulations or laws, when such
action impairs the efficiency of, or the public's respect
for, the government of the Town of Sanford; or which results
in an employee's conviction upon any misdemeanor or felony.
j. Physical violence - any act or loss of control
resulting in physical violence including fighting with
fellow employees on Town property on Town time.
k. Fraudulent activities - any act or activities of
fraud, deceit, misrepresentat~on or concealment.
1. Intentional damaqe of Town equipment - any willful,
intentional or reckless disregard resulting in the damage of
the equipment owned and/or operated by the Town of Sanford.
m. Druq Conviction - any conviction in a court of
competent jurisdiction relating to drug related activities,
including the sale and/or consumption of controlled substances
as defined by law.
n. Alcohol conviction any conv ict ion for driving
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while intoxicated or driving while impaired, provided,
however, that should the employee avail himself or
herself of a Town approved rehabilitation program and
successfully complete such program following his or her
first conviction, that disciplinary action shall not be
taken solely on account of any such first conviction.
2. If the employer has reason to verbally reprimand an
employee, such reprimand shall be conducted in a manner that will
not embarrass the employee before other employees or the public-at-
large.
3. Any disciplinary action or discharge made within the
employee's probationary period, as defined in this Agreement, will
not be subject to question by the Union or employee or be made a
subject of a grievance.
4. If employment is terminated by either the Employer or
employee, only compensation owed and accrued, including earned
vacation, shall be paid to the employee.
5. In the case of a di scharge, the Town wi 11 not ify the
designated representative of the union who shall have the right to
investigate the circumstances under the limitations specified in
this agreement. If a discharge occurs for reasons other than those
specified above in this article, and no compromise can be reached
regarding the issue as to whether the employee was discharged for
just and sufficient cause, said dispute may be referred to the
grievance procedure set forth in Article XXI of this agreement.
6. Employees shall be notified
actions entered into their files. If
nature is put into an employee's file,
of the document, with the name of the
of any and all disciplinary
something of a disciplinary
the employee will get a copy
complaining party deleted.
ARTICLE XXIII WORK RULES AND SAFETY RULES
1. The Employer shall have the right to establish reasonable
work and safety rules to insure the efficiency of the operation and
the safety of the work force and general public.
2. The Employer shall notify the Union ten (10) days prior
to the establishment of new, or changes to existing, work or safety
rules.
3. Employees shall comply with all existi~g Work and Safety
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Rules which are not in conflict with the terms and conditions of
this Agreement.
4. Any complaint as to the reasonableness of any new or
existing rule, or any complaint involving discrimination in the
application of new or existing rules shall be resolved through the
grievance procedure established by this Agreement.
S. Any employee whose job title requires him or her to
operate Town vehicles, machinery or equipment must at all times
possess a valid driver's license, including any federally requires
supplements thereto, properly classified for the particular
vehicles, machinery or equipment he or she operates. If such
license is revoked or suspended or if such license expires and is
not renewed, or if the status or condition thereof changes, the
employee shall immediately notify the Highway Superintendent of
such fact and shall immediately cease operating such vehicles,
machinery or equipment, as the case may be. No employee shall
operate, or to be required to operate, any vehicle, machinery or
equipment unless he or she possesses the applicable license
therefor required by law.
6. Any employee whose license is revoked, suspended or not
renewed (as the case may be) and whose job dut ies requi re the
possession of a valid operator's license as a condition of
employment shall be permitted to work in a non driving capacity for
a period of four (4) months following such revocation, suspension
or non-renewal. During the four (4) month period, such employee
shall take such steps as are necessary to restore the license or
obtain a conditional license. If at the end of the four (4) month
period the employee has not obtained his or her license, he/she
shall be placed on an unpaid leave of absence for a period not to
exceed six (6) months from the date the employee's license was
revoked, suspended or expired. During any such leave of absence,
the employee shall be restored to the payroll, without back pay,
upon production of a valid New York State driver's license to the
Highway Superintendent. If the employee has failed to obtain a
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valid license at the end of the six month period then he or she
shall be terminated without further recourse to the grievance
provisions of this Agreement.
ARTICLE XXIV PROTECTIVE DEVICES
When required by law, the Employer 'shall provide the following
protective devices: hard hats, safety vests, safety chaps, safety
glasses (non-prescription), ear plugs and clothing or equipment for
handling hazardous material as may be required on Material Data-
Safety Sheets.
Employees shall wear and/or use (as the case may be) all
Employer issued safety protective devices as prescribed by the work
rules. Failure to do so shall subject the employee to appropriate
discipline procedures.
ARTICLE XXV - BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
All employees covered by this Agreemen~ shall be entitled to
three (3) non-accumulative days of Bereavement Leave in any
Calendar Year where such is needed for death of a Spouse, Father,
Mother, Sons, Daughters, Stepsons, Stepdaughters, Stepmother,
Stepfather, Brothers, Sisters, Grandparents, Mother-in-law and
father-in-law. This time will be granted with pay for the purpose
of participating in Funeral arrangements and/or to make fami ly
adjustments.
In the event of the death of the following, the employer will
pay the emp 1oyee for one (1) work ing day to attend the funera 1
service or memorial service: sister-in-law or brother-in-law.
Bereavement Leave can be used more than once in a year, if
necessary.
ARTICLE XXVI LABOR/MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
Recognizing that regular communications between management and
labor are an essential element for the maintenance of harmonious
labor relations, the parties hereby establish a joint
Labor/Management Committee.
The Committee shall consist of the Highway Superintendent, two
designees of the Town Board, and two designees of the Local Union.
The parties shall endeavor to meet on a regular basis and shall be
responsible for reviewing matters of com~on concern between Labor
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and Management which may arise during the term of the agreement.
The Committee is not empowered to modify, alter or change the terms
and conditions of employment as set forth in this Collective
Bargaining Agreement but, the Committee may make recommendations to
the parties concerning matters which may arise during such period
of time.
The parties agree that among the topics to be considered by
the Committee shall be the review of job classifications and the
establishment of job descriptions. The committee shall endeavor to
make a report on this matter prior to the commencement of
negotiations for a successor agreement. The Committee also shall
investigate and consider alternative programs dealing with
prescription medication.
In no event shall a recommendation by the Committee require
either party to this Agreement to take action concerning the
implementation or approv~l of any such recommendations.
ARTICLE XXVII EMBODIMENT OF AGREEMENT
This document constitutes the sole and complete Agreement
between the Employer and the Union, and embodies all the terms and
conditions governing the employment of employees in this bargaining
unit.
The parties acknowledge that they have had the opportunity to
present and discuss proposals on any subject which may be subject
to collective negotiations under the laws of the State of New York.
Any prior commitments between the Town of Sanford, the Local Union
or any individual employee or groups of employees covered by this
Agreement are hereby superseded, and shall be considered null and
void and unenforceable. '
ARTICLE XXVIII NO STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS
1. It is recognized that continued and uninterrupted
operation of the Town's departments and agencies is of paramount
importance to the citizens of the community and there should be no
interference with such operations. The parties hereto agree that
there will not be, and that the Union, its officers, members,
agents or principals will not engage in, encourage, or sanction
strikes, slowdowns, walkouts, mass resignations, mass absenteeism
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or other similar actions which would involve suspension of, or
interference with, normal work performance. The Town shall have
the right to discipline or discharge any employee who is a Union
officer or steward for encouraging, fomenting or participating in
a strike, slowdown or other such job action.
2. The Employer agrees that there shall be no lockout of
employees during the term of this Agreement.
ARTICLE XXIX NOTICES
Any and all notices and payments required hereunder shall be
addressed to the parties at their respective addresses as set forth
below, or to such other address as may hereafter be designated in
writing by either party hereto.
Highway Superintendent
The Town of Sanford, New York
146 Front St.
Deposit, New York 13754
I.B.T. Local 693
41 Howard Ave.
Binghamton, New York 13904
or as
Employer.
otherwise designated in writing by the Union to the
ARTICLE XXX - DRUG AND ALCOHOL TESTING POLICY
The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) has issued regulations
pursuant to the Omnibus Transportation Employee Testing Act of 1991
(the Act) which govern the use of drugs and alcohol by commercial
motor vehicle drivers, and which also require the Town to conduct
mandatory drug and alcohol testing of covered drivers. The
regulations require testing to begin January 1, 1996. It is the
Town's intention to comply fully with the law and the DOT's
regulations governing drug and alcohol use and testing. In the
event DOT's regulations are amended, the Town ~eserves the right to
apply the amended requirements immediately.
The Highway Superintendent or a designee:
1) shall adopt any work rules necessary to implement this
policy and comply with the Act and DOT regulations;
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2 ) shall provide drug and alcohol testing educational
material that complies with federal regulations for
distribution to covered employees;
3 ) sha 11 prov ide wr it ten not ice to Town employees covered by
this policy of any change in this policy;
4) shall arrange for training of all supervisors to allow
them to determine whether reasonable suspicion exists to
test an employee for alcohol misuse or illegal drugs;
and
5) shall provide for an informal appeal process whereby an
employee may appeal a positive test.
Any violation of this policy, the law, or DOT regulations by an
employee shall be grounds for disciplinary action, up to and
including discharge in a manner consistent with the Collective
Bargaining Agreement.
APPLICABILITY
drug and alcohol testing will be conducted on any current and/or
prospective "driver" who may be required to operate a "commercial
motor vehicle", as defined by the DOT.
All applicants for positions with the Town as a driver .of a
commercial motor vehicle, regardless of whether they are a new
applicant or a current employee, will be notified of the Town's
drug and alcohol testing policy at the time they apply for a
covered driver position with the Town and that any offer of
employment as such a driver will be conditioned on their compliance
with it.
DEFINITIONS
"Accident" means any occurrence involving a commercial
vehicle operating on a public road which results in:
1)
2)
motor
a fatal ity; or
a Town driver being cited for a moving traffic violation.
"Alcohol" means the intoxicating agent in beverage alcohol, ethyl
alcohol, or other low molecular weight alcohols including methyl
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and isopropyl alcohol.
"Alcohol concentration or content" means the alcohol in a volume of
breath expressed in terms of grams of alcohol per 210 liters of
breath as indicated by an evidential breath test.
"Alcohol use" means the consumption of any beverage, mixture, or
preparation including any medication containing alcohol.
"CDL" means commercial drivers' license.
"Commercial motor vehicle" means a motor vehicle or combination of
motor vehicles that operates at a normal highway speeds and:
1 ) has a gross combination weight rating of 26,001 or more
pounds, inclusive of a towed unit with a gross vehicle
weight rating of more than 10,000 pounds; or
2) has a gross
pounds.
vehicle weight rating of 26,001 or more
"Confirmation Test" for alcohol testing means a second test,
following a screening test with a result of 0.02 or greater, that
provides quanti tative data of alcohol concentration. For urine
testing, a confirmation test means a second analytical procedure to
identify the presence of a specific drug or metabolite which is
independent of the initial test. Such a test is one ordered and
paid for by the employee by contacting the lab which performed the
initial test and requesting that a urine sample be sent to a lab
sought by the employee.
"Driver" means any employee required by federal law and regulation
to possess a CDL in order to operate a commercial vehicle as
defined by federal law and regulation. For the purposes_of pre-
employment/pre-drug testing only, the term driver includes a person
applying to the Town to drive a commercial motor vehicle.
"Driving" means these
federally required CDL:
activities by an employee who holds a
1} all time at or on Town property, or any public property
waiting to be dispatched, unless the driver has been
relieved from duty by the Highway Superintendent.
2) all time inspecting equipment as requi red by federa 1
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3)
regulations or otherwise inspecting, servicing, or
conditioning any commercial motor vehicle at any time;
all time spent driving a federally defined commercial
motor vehicle;
4) all time, other than driving
commercial motor vehicle;
time, or upon anyin
5) all time loading or unloading a vehicle, supervising or
assisting in the loading or unloading, attending a
vehicle being loaded or unloaded,or remaining in
readiness to operate the vehicle;
6) all time spent performing the driver requirements under
federal regulations relating to accidents; and
7) all time repairing, obtaining assistance, or remaining in
attendance upon a disabled vehicle.
"Drug" means:
2)
3)
4)
1) any substance listed on Schedule I or Appendix D to Sub-
chapter B of Title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations
or other substance identified in Schedule I;
an amphetamine or any formulation thereof;
a narcotic drug or any derivative thereof; or
any other substance, to a degree which renders the driver
incapable of safely operating a motor vehicle.
"Medical Review Officer (MRO)" means a licensed physician
responsible for receiving laboratory results generated by the
Town's drug testing program who has knowledge of substance abuse
disorders and has appropriate private medical training to interpret
and evaluate an individual's confirmed positive test result
together with his or her medical history and any other relevant
bio-medical information.
"On duty time" means all time from the time a driver begins to work
or is reqtiired to be in readiness to work until the time he or she
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is relieved from work and all responsibility for performing work.
On duty time shall also include all time spent travelling to and
participating in either a drug or alcohol test when it is pursuant
to a random, reasonable suspicion, post-accident or follow up test
as directed by or on behalf of the Town.
"Refuse to submit" to an alcohol or urine test means that a driver:
1) fails to provide adequate breath for testing without a
valid medical explanation after the driver has received
notice of the requirement for breath testing in
accordance with the provisions of this policy;
2) fails to provide adequate urine for testing without a
valid medical explanation after he or she has received
notice of the requirement for urine testing in accordance
with the provisions of this policy; or
3) engages in
process.
that clearly obstructs the testingconduct
"Screening test", also known as the initial test, in alcohol
testing means an analytical procedure to determine whether a driver
may have a prohibited concentration of alcohol in his or her
system. In urine testing, it means a screening to eliminate
"negative" urine specimens from further consideration.
"Substance abuse professional" (SAP) means a licensed physician, a
licensed or certified psychologist, social worker, employee
assistance professional, or addiction counselor (certified by the
National Association of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Counselors
Cert if icat ion Commi ss ion) wi th knowledge and/or cl inical exper ience
in the diagnosis and treatment of alcohol and drug-related
disorders.
REQUIRED TESTING
.
- -The town is required to conduct drug and alcohol tests:
1 )
2 )
3 )
4)
5 )
pre-employment and pre-duty (drug test only);
following an accident ( as previously defined);
on a random basis;
upon a reasonable suspicion;
upon a return to duty after engaging in conduct that is
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illegal under. the
pursuant to it; and
under regulations issuedAct or
6) periodic fOllow-up testing for individuals engaging in
conduct that is illegal under the Act or under
regulations issued pursuant to it.
Any applicant, required to be tested under federal law, who refuses
or fails to submit to a pre-employment or pre-duty drug and alcohol
test as directed, or whose result is positive for the drug test,
will not be considered for employment with the Town. A current
worker who applies for a driver position and who refuses or fails
to submit to a drug and alcohol test as directed, or whose result
is positive for the drug test, may be subject to discipline, up to
and including discharge, consistent 'with the Collective Bargaining
Agreement. .
METHODS OF TESTING
To ensure the integrity and accuracy to each test, all specimen
collection, analysis, and laboratory procedure shall be conducted
in accordance with DOT rules. This includes. among other things:
5)
6)
7)
8)
1) procedures to ensure the correct identity of each driver
at the time of testing;
2) a chain of custody procedure to protect a driver's urine
specimen;
3) the use of "split" urine samples to
verification of an initial positive test;
a11ow for a
4) the use of a trained breath alcohol technician (BAT) and
DOT approved testing devices for conducting alcohol
tests;
the use of a federally approved lab as selected by the
Town of by a contractor that my be retained by the Town
to perform testing;
the confirmation of an initial positive urine test by a
second test;
the confirmation of an initial positive breath test by a
second test; and
the Town's appointment of a qual ified MRO to review urine
test results. '
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TEST RESULTS
For Alcohol Tests
In the event
concentration
reported as a
at that time.
that an ini tial breath test registers an alcohol
level that is less than 0.02, the test result will be
Wnegative,W and no additional test will be required
In the event that an initial breath test yields a result of 0.02 or
greater, a second confirmatory test will be performed. In the
event that the confirmatory test registers less than 0.02, the test
result will be reported to the Town as Wnegative.w Any driver
whose confirmatory test registers 0.02 or more but less than 0.04
will be prohibited from driving until the next regularly scheduled
duty period, but for no less than 24 hours after the test is given.
Such a driver may also be subject to additional disciplinary action
by the Town pursuant to the Collective Bargaining Agreement.
A driver who has a confirmatory test which registers 0.04 or
greater will, at a minimum, be suspended from all driving functions
until federal regulations are satisfied so as to allow a return to
work and will be subject to additional disciplinary action by the
Town pursuant to the Collective Bargaining Agreement.
For Drug Tests
Before a urine test result will be confirmed as positive for
illegal drugs, the driver will be given the opportunity to speak
with the Town's MRO and demonstrate that there was a legitimate
medical explanation for the positive test result. If the MRO
determines that a legitimate medical reason does exist, the test
result will be reported to the Town as Wnegative.w If the MRO
determines that a legitimate medical reason for a positive result
does not exist, the test result will be reported to the Town as
positive. The driver will be notified by the Town and will have 72
hours to request that the MRO send the split sample to a second
approved lab. The cost of the second test shall be paid by the
driver. Pending the outcome of the second test, the driver will be
prohibited from driving.
PROHIBITED ACTIVITIES
A driver for the Town shall not:
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9)
10)
1) report for duty or remain on duty requiring the
performance of driving functions while the driver has an
alcohol concentration of 0.04 or greater;
2) possess any amount of alcohol (including alcohol found in
medications, food, or other alcohol-containing products)
while on duty or operating a commercial motor vehicle;
3) use alcohol
function;
at any time whi Ie performing any driving
4) use alcohol within four (4) hours prior to performing any
driving function;
5) use alcohol for eight (8) hours, following an accident or
until the driver undergoes a post-accident alcohol test,
whichever occurs first;
6)
7)
refuse to submit to an alcohol or urine test;
consume alcohol when notified of or informed of being on
ca11;
8) fail to inform the Highway Superintendent of therapeutic
drug or non-therapeutic drug use that affects the
employee's operation of a motor vehicle or equipment.
report for duty or remain on duty when the employee uses
any drugs or other medication that affect the employee's
operations of a motor vehicle or equipment, except when
such use is pursuant to the instructions of a physician
who has advi sed the employee that the drug or other
medication does not adversely affect the employee's
ability to safely operate a motor vehicle or equipment.
report for duty, remain on duty, or perform dr iving
functions when testing positive for drugs.
A driver, excluding applicants for covered driving positions, who
violates these prohibitions will be subject to the actions mandated
by the DOT and will also be subject to disciplinary action, up to
and including discharge, in a manner consistent wi th the provisions
of the Collective Bargaining Agreement. Any action taken by the
Town which is mandated by federal law or regulation shall not in
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any way be deemed to be di scipl inary in nature and may one be
challenged or appealed by filing a complaint with the appropriate
federal agency. For those employees who need a CDL in order to
perform work duties, the Town considers the CDL to be a
qualification for employment. In the event an employee is relieved
of work duties as a result of a violation of federal regulations or
this policy, the employee will not be assigned other work during a
mandated absence. Accrued paid leave, if any, may be taken to
permit an employee who is removed from work duties to remain in a
full pay status. An employee who test positive for drugs a first
time shall be terminated.
CONSEQUENCES FOR ENGAGING IN PROHIBITED ACTIVITIES
Any driver engaging in conduct prohibited under the Act or under
regulations issued pursuant to it shall not drive. Any driver with
a positive urine test or a breath alcohol test of 0.04 or greater
must satisfy any return to duty requirement and referral,
evaluation and treatment program prescribed by a SAP as required by
federal regulations before the driver may be permitted to drive.
All cost associated with the evaluation, treatment. repeat testinq,
counsellinq and rehabilitation shall be borne by the driver.
Any driver engaging in conduct prohibited by federal law or
regulation or this policy will be subject to disciplinary actio:1 by
the Town, up to and including discharge, consistent with the
Collective Bargaining Agreement. A driver whose urine test result
is positive will also be subject to civil and ~riminal penalties
imposed by DOT. .
Each driver who tests positive shall be advised by tr.e Town of the
resources avai lable to the driver in evaluating and resolving
problems with alcohol or controlled substance use, as the case may
be, including names, addre~ses, and telephone n~mbe=s of SAPs and
counselling and treatment programs.
APPEAL PROCEDURE
Upon testing positive, a driver may file an appeal with the P.ighway
Superint~ndent, or other individual as may be designated by the
Town, by submitting written notice of the grounds for an appeal
within five (5) days after the employee receives notice of the te~t
result. Following receipt of an employee's notice of appeal, the
Highway Superintendent shall offer the employee an opportunity tc
be heard. The employee may be accompanied by a =epresentative
whose =ole in the hearing shall be solely to advise the employee a~
to his or her rights or =esponsibilities. Pending the resolution
of the appeal, nc disciplinary action shall be ta}cen. Ho."e'.',=r,
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"actions which the Town is required to take under federal
regulation shall not be deemed to be discipline.
The Highway Superintendent shall provide the employee and any
representative who may appear on his behalf with a written
decision. In deciding an appeal from a positive breath or urine
test result, the Highway Superintendent shall take into account the
original test result, any re-testing done by the employee at the
employee's expense, and any other pertinent information that the
employee or Town may provide. In deciding an appeal from a
positive controlled substance test result, the Highway
Superintendent shall also take into account the test results
pertaining to the split sample.
law or
TOWN AND MRO COMMUNICATIONS
An employee tested for drugs must periodically advise the Highway
Superintendent of his whereabouts and his phone no. while awaiting
the results of drug testing.
INFORMATION ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL
Each employee will be
information concerning:
provided wi th educational material and
1 ) the effects of drugs and alcohol
health, work, and personal life;
on an individual's
2) the signs and symptoms of a drug or alcohol problem; and
3) the available methods of intervention and treatment when
a problem does exist.
All questions concerning the educational materials provided by the
Town or about this policy should be directed to the appropriate
person identified on the contact list included as part of this
po 1 icy.
QUALITY ASSURANCE/QUALITY CONTROL
As provided in federal regulation, the Town will submit three blind
performance urine specimens for each 100 employee specimens it
submits.
PROGRAM CONFIDENTIALITY
The results of all individual drug and alcohol tests will be kept
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in a secure location with controlled access. All individual test
results are confidential. The release of an individual's test
results will only be given in accordance with the employee's
written authorization, or as is otherwise required by federal law
or regulation.
ARTICLE XXXI NO ASSIGNMENT
The Union shall not assign this Agreement, or its right, title
or interest therein without the express prior written consent of
the Town. Said consent shall not be unreasonably withheld.
ARTICLE XXXII COMPLETE AGREEMENT: MODIFICATION
The parties agree and understand that
conditions or obligations other than those
there are no verba I or wr itten sta tement s
warranties or agreements with respect to this
not been embodied herein.
there are no terms,
contained herein and
or representa t ions,
Agreement which have
THIS AGREEMENT CONSTITUTES THE COMPLETE UNDERSTANDING OF THE
PARTIES WITH RESPECT TO THE SUBJECT MATER HEREOF. No modification
or amendment of any provisions of this Agreement shall be valid
unless in writing and signed by both parties.
ARTICLE XXXIII SAVINGS CLAUSE
Should any provision of this Agreement be declared illegal by
any court of competent jurisdiction, the parties shall honor the
remainder of this Agreement and shall meet as e:<peditio1...:.slyas
possible to renegotiate the provisions declared illegal.
.l\RTICLE XXXIV EFFECTIVE DJI.TE
This contract shall be effective as of
shall remain in effect through December 31,
January 1,
2001.
1999 and
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ARTICLE XXXV - CONSTRUCTION OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the laws of
the State of New York.
TEAMSTERS LOCAL 693
of the International
of Teamsters
By:
TOWN OF SANFORD
Brotherhood
By:
ROBERTA DUNKER
SECRETARY-TREASURER
THOMAS E. HAMLIN
SUPERVISOR
DATE: June ,1999 DATE: June 18, 1999
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ARTICLE XXXV - CONSTRUCTION OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the laws of
the State of New York.
TEAMSTERS LOCAL 693
of the International
of Teamsters
By:
TOWN OF SANFORD
Brotherhood
ROBERTA DUNKER
SECRETARY-TREASURER
By: _
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